David Konrad Releases the US Version of His Popular Children’s Books
Series, Project Adventure
All Four Books in Series Are Now Available as a Digital Box Set and Holiday Gift

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Los Angeles, California—International author David Konrad releases the US version
of his popular children’s books series, Project Adventure, this December 14, as a
digital box set. Perfect for individual reading, or for caregivers and teachers to read
a chapter or two at a time to create more suspense and engage young readers,
Konrad’s box set will inspire children to find pleasure in reading, and delight them
as a holiday gift.

Preteens Ethan and Matt are best friends and founders of the Project Adventure kiddetective agency. They are always looking for adventures, solving a good mystery, and
making new friends. Together, they embark on exhilarating journeys that strengthen their
friendship, courage, and social skills.
The digital box set contains the first four mysteries in the Project Adventure children’s
books series:

The Heart of the Island: Ethan and Matt head into their first great adventure to find a lost
diamond, called The Heart of the Island. They must overcome their fears, escape the bullies
chasing them, and face spooky bat-filled caves as they take on the quest to find the treasure.

Rumble at the Zoo: Ethan and Matt receive a call for help from Lisa, as their first client
of their newly set up detective agency Project Adventure. Recently, the animals at the
Skywalk Zoo have been taking turns behaving weirdly and aggressively, scaring visitors
away. Will they find out why the animals behave so strangely? Can the boys find out who’s
behind all this? And can they protect the animals and stay safe? Could Lisa become more
than just a first client, and join the boys on their adventures?

The Courtside Mystery: Ethan and Matt are looking forward to spending time at
basketball camp, just playing. But as they arrive, they find out about a weird incident at a
basketball game at their camp the week before. The police think it’s just an accident, but
when Ethan becomes the victim of one of these accidents, they're left with no choice than
to investigate. They need Lisa, the third member of their detective agency Project
Adventure to help with background checks that might lead to solving the mystery.

The Scrapyard Shakedown: Ethan, Matt, and Lisa face freezing winter weather and
sinister villains as they trace the shadowy figures lurking around the local scrapyard at the
edge of town. The stakes are high, involving the rescue of their new friend Kalea’s dad.

The digital box set is currently available for pre-order on Amazon.
Price: $4.99
Publish Date: December 14, 2021

About David Konrad:
David Konrad is an adventurous dad who shares his love of storytelling with middle grade
children around the world. While traveling internationally and raising his young family, he
found inspiration to write his books and fulfill his mission: making a difference in the lives
of children.
The Project Adventure Children’s Book Series is action-packed, fun-filled and driven by
characters that will be cherished by young readers seeking their next favorite mystery.

When not writing or reading, David enjoys cooking and playing basketball with his twin
boys.

